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Investigations of the landfill of industrial wastes by the RMT method
The test site is the landfill of the coal ashes from power
plants. The landfill was closed about 5 years ago. Material
of the landfill is represented by powder-like particles and
granules with the cross sizes from several millimeters up to
the first centimeters. Wastes fill in a V-shaped valley of a
stream (Fig. 1). The top layer is leveled (difference of
altitudes is about 2 m and surface is very smooth) and
covered with ground. The landfill is limited by abrupt
enough slopes of the valley.
Fig.1 Measurement points location at the site

Fig.2. Distribution of apparent resistivity for
several frequencies. Landfill’s boundary is shown
by green line.

Results. Signals of 26 radio transmitters from 16.4 to
933.99 kHz were measured during the field works. After
RMT data processing it was found that the landfill is
distinguished very good from host rocks. Values of
apparent resistivity vary from 40 to 150 Ohm*m,
whereas the average value of the host rocks is about
1000 Ohm*m. According to results of interpretation the
thickness of the landfill material increases from 0 m in
southern part to 30 and more meters in northern part.
In Fig. 2 are presented apparent resistivity data for
several frequencies. We can see a good correlation of
the landfill’s boundary with apparent resistivity
distribution at the area.
In Fig. 3 are shown results of the interpretation of RMT
data collected at this territory (plans of isolines for
several depths). Behavior of isolines of resistivity has
good correlation with the landfill’s contour. The main
amount of ashes is localized in the depth interval up to
14 m. The deep conductive zone at the northern part of
the landfill is located in the interval 14-22 m.

Fig.3. Distribution of rocks resistivity at several
depths according to the inversion of RMT data.

Cross section obtained as result of
2D inversion of RMT data for the
profile 1 is shown in Fig. 4 Ashes
are characterized by resistivity of
20-100 Ohm*m, and host rocks –
more then 1000 Ohm*m. The most
conductive parts of ashes have
resistivity about 20-40 Ohm*m.

Fig.4. Results of 2D inversion along profile 1.
Low resistive area coincides with coal ashes.
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Investigations of the landfill of domestic wastes by the RMT method

The landfill of domestic wastes is located in central
part of Spain. The landfill was closed about 5 years
ago (Fig. 1). Object of the investigation is the hill
consisted of domestic wastes with about 8-10 m in
height, 600 m in length and 150 m in width and
adjacent territory. Host material is presented by
different types of clays. Landfill’s body is covered by
soils layer with thickness of 1-1.5 m.
Results. During the work measurements have been
carried out along 11 profiles (Fig. 1). Profile 1 was
directed along the big axes of the landfill (E-W
direction); other profiles were situated in N-S
direction – across the big axis of the landfill through
the landfill body and outside of it. At the site there
was a possibility to measure signals of 33 radio
transmitters from 12 190 to 998 690 kHz.
Parent materials at the landfill territory are usually
more resistive then the landfill but in the picture one
can see some decreasing of the values of the apparent
resistivity, that can be caused by contamination of the
parent material. In Fig.2 are shown results of the
interpretation of RMT data collected at this territory
(isolines of resistivity distribution for several depths).

Fig. 3. Contouring of the landfill and leakage
using RMT data (profile 10).

Fig.1 Measurement points location

Fig. 2. Distribution of rocks resistivity at several depths according
to results of inversion of RMT data. 1 - contour of western part o
the landfill, 2 - probable contamination zone, 3 - drainage canal, 4
- leakage according to RMT data. Sounding points are shown by
black triangles.

The cross section according to 2D inversion of RMT
data for the profile 10 across the landfill is shown in
Fig. 3. The landfill body is characterized by decreasing
of resistivity up to 2-5 Ohmm compare to 12-40 Ohmm
in the uncontaminated area.
In the RMT results is clearly reflected the upper
boundary of the landfill body at depths of 1-2 m.
Determination of the lower boundary of the landfill
body in this case using the RMT method is difficult
because of the very low resistivity and relatively big
thickness (5-9 m) of the landfill material. RMT data
permit to map the leakage from the landfill to the
drainage canal.
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Application of RMT method to study of oil contamination
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Application of the RMT method to investigation of
hydrocarbon contaminations at gas stations
The main aim of field works was the estimation of the possibility of RMT-F
equipment application for the gas stations (GS) geological structure
investigation in case of high level of industrial noise, in presence of buried
tubes, power cables, metal objects and the determination of hydrocarbon
contaminations.
Results. Apparent resistivity and impedance phase distribution maps at
several frequencies have been plotted during the data processing Some
anomalies have been. They are shown for different frequencies in apparent
resistivity maps (Fig.1 ). Blue anomaly (low resistive) in the central part of
the investigated area should be connected with fuel tanks. On frequencies 24
and 30-50 kHz we can see some high resistive anomalies from the eastern
and western sides of tanks. The 2D inversion tools has been applied. In Fig.2
one can see its results obtained along some profiles. After the data
interpretation one can see the high resistive objects on geoelectrical cross
sections depths from 3-4 to 12-15m that lay on the low resistive basement.
All profiles (from 1 to 8) contain some low resistive anomaly between these
depths (3-15m) near the fuel tanks that can de caused by changing of host
rocks during the gas station construction.
Values of the apparent resistivity and phase correlate good between
neighbor’s profiles. The measured data correspond to real geological
structure. Well known objects as fuel tanks are reflected clearly in RMT data.
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Fig.2. 2D inversion results along the profiles 1 and 3.

Fig.1. The apparent resistivity
distribution on different frequencies

Control drillings have been done at the
investigated area, their comparison with the
inversion results are presented in fig 2. The host
rocks are presented by the different gypsums
mainly. The low resistive basement (Fig. 2)
corresponds with clays and wet gypses. The
significant leakages of hydrocarbons were not
detected by drillings
so all high resistive
anomalies, found using RMT method, have
natural origine.
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Application of the RMT method at study of the site
of housing construction

Fig. 1. General view of the housing construction (St. Petersburg)
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Fig. 2. Location of RMT points and wells.
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Fif. 3. Apparent resistivity (top) and phase as a
function of frequency derived by the radio
transmitters in profile direction (E1/H1) and
perpendicular to it (E2/H2).

Fig. 4. Geoelectrical cross sections on results of 2D inversion
of RMT data. By low values of resistivity (red color) is
allocated the clay layer.
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